With recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) for colonoscopy is gaining increasing attention. CAD allows automated detection and classification (i.e., pathological prediction) of colorectal polyps during real-time endoscopy, potentially helping endoscopists to avoid missing and mischaracterizing polyps. Although the evidence has not caught up with technological progress, CAD has the potential to improve the quality of colonoscopy, with some CAD systems for polyp classification achieving diagnostic performance exceeding the threshold required for optical biopsy. The present article provides an overview of this topic from the perspective of endoscopists, with a particular focus on evidence, limitations, and clinical applications.

Introduction

Several studies have shown that colonoscopy is associated with a reduction in colorectal cancer mortality. This benefit is based on the detection and resection of any neoplastic polyps; however, polyps can be missed during screening colonoscopy and endoscopists may not be able to differentiate between neoplastic and non-neoplastic polyps. Polyp miss rates as high as 20% have been reported for high-definition resolution colonoscopy [1], while a large prospective trial of optical biopsy of small colon polyps using narrow-band imaging (NBI) showed that the accuracy of physicians was only 80% in diagnosing detected polyps as adenomas, even after a physician training program [2].

To overcome these limitations, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) is attracting more attention because it may help endoscopists to avoid missing and mischaracterizing polyps. CAD for colonoscopy is generally designed to extract various features from a colonoscopic image/movie and output the predicted polyp location or pathology based on machine learning. The term “machine learning” refers to a fundamental function of artificial intelligence, whereby a computer can be trained to learn (in this case, recognize or characterize polyps) through repetition and experience (exposure to a large number of annotated polyp images). Ideally, the output of CAD is expressed in real-time on the monitor, immediately assisting the endoscopist’s decision-making.

What can we expect of CAD in clinical practice?

CAD for colonoscopy is expected to improve the adenoma/polyp detection rate and the accuracy of optical biopsy during colonoscopy. Furthermore, successful implementation of CAD into screening colonoscopy may help to minimize variations in the adenoma detection rate (ADR) among endoscopists or centers. CAD could also play a role in training both novice and more experienced endoscopists who need to improve their ADR.

Overview of the technology

Automated detection of colorectal polyps

Automated detection is designed to alert endoscopists using a marker or sound when artificial intelligence technology suspects the presence of a polyp on the screen during colonoscopy (▶ Fig.1). Automated polyp detection is receiving attention because improved detection of adenomatous polyps contributes
to lower rates of interval cancers, with a 1% increase in the ADR reportedly being associated with a 3% decrease in the risk of cancer [4].

An ideal automated polyp detection system requires not only high sensitivity for detecting polyps but also a fast processing time for image analysis and on-screen labeling, so that the endoscopist is alerted in real time regarding the presence of a polyp. The first CAD model was reported by Karkanis et al. in 2003 [5]. Although this model provided a sensitivity of 90% in the detection of adenomatous polyps, analysis was based on static images; therefore, application of the technology was impractical for real-time analysis of a video stream. A number of subsequent studies focused on improving both the accuracy and speed of CAD systems. Tajbakhsh et al. [6] reported an 88% sensitivity for polyp detection, more importantly demonstrating video image analysis with a latency of only 0.3 seconds. This achievement is notable in that nearly real-time automated detection with acceptable sensitivity was realized. However, the authors evaluated videos containing only 10 unique polyps in recorded video segments analyzed retrospectively, so this relatively high diagnostic sensitivity cannot necessarily be generalized to clinical practice.

Dramatic advances in this research field are now expected owing to the emergence of deep learning, which will be reviewed below.

**Automated classification of colorectal polyps**

Automated classification is designed to output the predicted pathology (e.g. neoplastic or non-neoplastic) of detected polyps, helping endoscopists to make an appropriate optical diagnosis and permitting selective resection of neoplastic polyps. Avoiding unnecessary polypectomy of hyperplastic polyps could represent an important cost-saving strategy (saving an estimated 33 million dollars yearly in the United States) [7].

In contrast to automated detection, the principle targets of automated classification are currently advanced imaging modalities such as magnifying NBI (Fig. 2), endocytoscopy (CF-Y-0058; prototype from Olympus Co.) (Fig. 3), and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (WavSTAT4; Pentax Corp., Tokyo, Japan) (Fig. 4). When using these modalities, endoscopists are required to indicate the region of interest by either centering the polyp [8] or placing the polyp in contact with the endoscope [9, 10] to obtain the CAD outputs.
Combinations of these advanced imaging modalities and CAD systems have led to the development of real-time artificial intelligence-assisted optical biopsy. In fact, some of these CAD systems \([8–10]\) provided > 90% negative predictive values for the histologic findings of adenomatous polyps in the rectosigmoid colon when diagnosed with "high confidence," which is the threshold established by the Preservation and Incorporation of Valuable endoscopic Innovations (PIVI) for a "leave and not resect" strategy \([11]\).

Endocytoscopy, which enables contact microscopy (×500) for in vivo cellular imaging, has also been intensively investigated for automated polyp classification. Endocytoscopy is considered particularly suitable for application with CAD systems because it provides focused, consistent images of fixed size that enable easier and more robust image analysis by CAD. The CAD models reported by Mori et al. \([9]\) and Misawa et al. \([15]\) were based on automated extraction of ultra-magnified nuclear/vessel features followed by machine-learning analysis, which resulted in approximately 90% accuracy for identification of adenomas with only a 0.2-second latency after capturing an image. However, endocytoscopes are not available worldwide because they are prototypes.

Another promising modality for automated classification is laser-induced autofluorescence spectroscopy \([10]\). This CAD system is incorporated into a standard biopsy forceps; therefore, endoscopists can resect diminutive polyps immediately after obtaining the pathological prediction by CAD \((\text{Fig. 4})\).

Emergence of deep learning

Using traditional artificial intelligence technologies, which obtain >90% sensitivity in polyp detection, is challenging in real-life endoscopic conditions, and accurate polyp classification has not been demonstrated without advanced endoscopic imaging modalities. In this regard, newer "deep learning" approaches in artificial intelligence may offer important improvements over earlier generations of machine-learning CAD systems.

Deep learning is a new and more sophisticated machine-learning method that, for computer vision, has the advantage of being able to "learn" from large datasets of raw images without needing "instruction" with regard to which specific image features to look for. Deep learning approaches to image recognition have led to higher accuracy and faster processing times. Although the clinical application of deep learning is still very limited, automated detection of lung cancer using deep learning for computed tomography (CT) images may soon be commercially available (Enlitic Inc., San Francisco, California, USA).

With respect to CAD for colonoscopy, the potential of deep learning has recently been explored in several ex vivo studies \([16–18]\). Byrne et al. \([18]\) applied deep learning to real-time recognition of neoplastic polyps, resulting in 83% accuracy using colonoscopy videos. This achievement is notable for two reasons. First, deep learning enabled the simultaneous detection and classification of polyps. Second, the researchers succeeded in automated polyp classification using a standard colono-
scope, not a magnifying endoscope or endocytoscope. Real-time detection and classification using standard endoscopic equipment is clearly the approach that would have the largest impact on endoscopic practice. Ongoing research in this area is crucially important to refine this technology and strengthen the clinical evidence base.

Clinical studies

Beyond refining the technical aspects of polyp detection and classification, the effectiveness and value of CAD systems will require careful evaluation in clinical trials before routine clinical application can be recommended. Several recent and important clinical studies have laid the groundwork for future clinical research in this field.

Four prospective studies and nine retrospective studies have been published on automated polyp classification (▶Table1). A prospective trial conducted by Kominami et al. [8] is one of the well-designed studies that focused on in vivo automated classification using magnifying NBI (▶Fig.2). A total of 41 patients with 118 colorectal lesions underwent assessment by one endoscopist with the real-time use of CAD; the endoscopist was not blind to the endoscopic images. The diagnostic accuracy of CAD for differentiation of adenomas was 93.2 %, using the pathological findings of the resected specimen as the gold standard. This study was notable because the recommendation for follow-up colonoscopy based on pathology and the real-time CAD prediction were identical in 92.7 % of cases, meeting the PIVI initiative for the “resect and discard” strategy [8]. However, the numbers of involved lesions and endoscopists were too small to generalize the results into clinical practice.

While computer vision and engineering groups have published most of the early work on automated polyp detection, a recent study conducted by Fernandez-Esparrach et al. [3] is now the first and only physician-initiated clinical study in this field. In this ex vivo study, the authors assessed their CAD model using 24 colonoscopy videos containing 31 polyps and obtained a sensitivity and specificity of > 70 % for polyp detection (▶Fig.1). The polyp location was marked by expert endoscopists as a gold standard.

Their proposed model was notable in two respects. First, their model was useful for the detection of small flat lesions, which are the most difficult to detect endoscopically. Their model was most effective for polyps observed zenithally (i.e. from above), when the complete polyp boundary could be viewed (vs. tangentially or horizontally, when only the edge of the polyp may be visible). Second, the performance of automated polyp detection was not negatively affected by poor bowel...
preparation because most types of fecal content did not fit the appearance model of polyps. However, their study had several limitations in its design: it was a retrospective analysis, involved off-site evaluation of the CAD system, and included a small sample size of videos.

What type of evidence do we need?

As a first step, prospective clinical trials based on real-time assessment are required. Real-time automated detection/classification is being realized with improvements in computer power and deep learning applications, which can enable in vivo (not off-site) prospective trials in this field. To accelerate clinical implementation, researchers should subsequently proceed to a randomized controlled trial evaluating the adenoma/polyp detection rate, withdrawal time, and other clinical parameters with and without CAD. The potential detrimental effects of CAD must be also assessed, including the potential for a more prolonged procedure time and the impact of false positives (i.e. identification of non-polyps). In automated polyp classification, outcome measures should also focus on the threshold proposed by the PIVI criteria [11] because this type of technology is designed to help in vivo optical biopsy. The broader goal of CAD for colonoscopy is to determine whether these technologies can lead to detectable improvements in important endpoints such as the occurrence of interval cancers or cancer-related mortality.

What problems are to be solved?

Technological problems

The most important technological issue is the limited data for machine learning. Generally, CAD requires "big data" to obtain excellent performance; deep learning required 10 million learning images to recognize various images of a cat with high reliability [25]. However, the currently investigated CAD systems for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type of CAD</th>
<th>Endoscopic modality</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Takemura [19]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Magnifying chromo-endoscopy</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>134 images</td>
<td>99 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tischendorf [12]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Magnifying NBI</td>
<td>Post hoc analysis of prospectively acquired data</td>
<td>209 lesions</td>
<td>85 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takemura [14]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Magnifying NBI</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>371 lesions</td>
<td>97 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kominami [8]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Magnifying NBI</td>
<td>Prospective study</td>
<td>118 lesions</td>
<td>93 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mori [20]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Endocytoscopy</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>176 lesions</td>
<td>89 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mori [9]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Endocytoscopy combined with NBI</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>205 lesions</td>
<td>89 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misawa [15]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Endocytoscopy combined with NBI</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>100 images</td>
<td>90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre [21]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Confocal laser endomicroscopy</td>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>135 lesions</td>
<td>90 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuiper [22]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Laser-induced autofluorescence spectroscopy</td>
<td>Prospective study</td>
<td>207 lesions</td>
<td>74 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rath [10]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Laser-induced autofluorescence spectroscopy</td>
<td>Prospective study</td>
<td>137 lesions</td>
<td>85 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aihara [23]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Autofluorescence imaging</td>
<td>Prospective study</td>
<td>102 lesions</td>
<td>– ³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inomata [24]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Automated classification</td>
<td>Autofluorescence imaging</td>
<td>Post hoc analysis of prospectively acquired data</td>
<td>163 lesions</td>
<td>83 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NBI, narrow-band imaging.

¹ Accuracy is expressed in terms of the differentiation of adenomas from non-neoplastic lesions.

² The sensitivity and specificity were 70.4 % and 72.4 %, respectively. No description regarding accuracy was found in this study.

³ The sensitivity and specificity were 94.2 % and 88.9 %, respectively. No description regarding accuracy was found in this study.
colonoscopy only used a maximum of 6000 images for machine learning [9]. A “big data” approach that employs deep learning to improve CAD in colonoscopy will likely require multicenter collaborations to collect sufficient numbers of images and videos.

Legal concerns
CAD is already being used in routine mammography for identification of suspicious lesions, and concerns have developed over whether CAD can be used retrospectively to determine whether a cancer should have been detected on an image [26]. Additionally, researchers have discussed whether all CAD marked images, whether true-negative, false-negative, true-positive, or false-positive, should be stored to record evidence of the clinical decisions made by the physician. Taking these concerns into consideration, appropriate legal support is needed to accelerate the implementation of CAD into clinical endoscopy practice. Public guidance for the development of CAD devices is now available from the Food and Drug Administration in the United States and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan; however, these documents do not establish legally enforceable responsibilities.

Roadmap to implement CAD into clinical practice
The following five stages should be cleared to implement CAD into the clinical practice of colonoscopy: (i) product development, (ii) feasibility studies, (iii) clinical trials, (iv) regulatory approval, and (v) insurance reimbursement.

The most important factor for “(i) product development” and “(ii) feasibility studies” is the continued growth of medical–engineering collaborations in this field. In addition, learning from CAD-related progress in other domains, ranging from CT colonography and capsule endoscopy to breast mammography, will be beneficial because the diagnostic algorithms and technological barriers have many aspects in common [27]. Research on automated polyp detection currently remains focused on the early product development and feasibility stages.

The essential factor for “(iii) clinical trials” and “(iv) regulatory approval” is close coordination between academic research teams and industry. This collaboration is mandatory because industry expertise and resources are required for late-stage product development and drug regulatory approval. Research on automated polyp classification has already entered these later stages; one CAD system using laser-induced autofluorescence spectroscopy has already obtained regulatory approval from both the USA and the European Union and is now commercially available (WavSTAT4; Pentax Corp., Tokyo, Japan) [10].

Finally, “(v) insurance reimbursement” is a critical step to ensure the widespread use of artificial intelligence-assisted medicine. To the best of our knowledge, no CAD system is yet reimbursed by national or private insurance, although acquisition of insurance reimbursement clearly contributes to widening the market for new products. Notably, the Japanese government officially announced that they are considering adding some incentives for the use of artificial intelligence-assisted medicine to the national insurance system by 2020.

Conclusion
With recent breakthroughs in artificial intelligence, interest in CAD is gaining traction as a novel approach to improve the quality of colonoscopy. However, technological, medical, and practical barriers lie ahead before widespread clinical use will be a consideration. In order to overcome these barriers, the following measures are necessary: (i) continued productive collaboration between the medical field and experts in engineering and computer vision research, (ii) clinical initiatives to acquire “big data” for machine learning in colonoscopy, (iii) evaluation of the evidence for colonoscopic CAD through rigorous clinical trials, and (iv) addressing legal and insurance reimbursement issues. We anticipate that each of these hurdles will likely be overcome during the next several years, which will open the door to the clinical application of CAD in colonoscopy.
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